
Group Report for:  Genschaw,Alyssa Danielle; Course: CALCULUS 3
Course: MATH 2300 Section: 06 Semester: SP2018 Class Number: 52752

No. Respondents: 13                          

Standard Form

Choices: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree, Strongly Disagree Percent of Responses

Course Content and Structure SA (5) A (4) N (3) D (2) SD (1) # Rsp Mean

The syllabus clearly explained the course objectives, requirements, and grading system. 62% 38% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.62

Course content was relevant and useful (e.g., readings, online media, classwork, 
assignments).

46% 38% 15% 0% 0% 13 4.31

Resources (e.g., articles, literature, textbooks, class notes, online resources) were easy to 
access.

54% 38% 8% 0% 0% 13 4.46

This course challenged me. 85% 15% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.85

Teaching Delivery SA (5) A (4) N (3) D (2) SD (1) # Rsp Mean

This instructor was consistently well-prepared. 77% 15% 0% 8% 0% 13 4.62

This instructor was audible and clear. 69% 31% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.69

This instructor was knowledgeable and enthusiastic about the topic. 69% 31% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.69

This instructor effectively used examples/illustrations to promote learning. 54% 38% 0% 8% 0% 13 4.38

This instructor fostered questions and/or class participation. 38% 46% 15% 0% 0% 13 4.23

This instructor clearly explained important information/ideas/concepts. 62% 31% 8% 0% 0% 13 4.54

This instructor effectively used teaching methods appropriate to this class (e.g., critiques, 
discussion, demonstrations, group work).

67% 33% 0% 0% 0% 12 4.67

Learning Environment SA (5) A (4) N (3) D (2) SD (1) # Rsp Mean

This instructor responded appropriately to questions and comments. 77% 23% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.77

This instructor stimulated student thinking and learning. 54% 38% 8% 0% 0% 13 4.46

This instructor promoted an atmosphere of mutual respect regarding diversity in student 
demographics and viewpoints, such as race, gender, or politics.

73% 9% 18% 0% 0% 11 4.55

This instructor was approachable and available for extra help. 62% 38% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.62

This instructor used class time effectively. 69% 31% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.69

This instructor helped students to be independent learners, responsible for their own 
learning.

62% 31% 8% 0% 0% 13 4.54

Assessment SA (5) A (4) N (3) D (2) SD (1) # Rsp Mean

I was well-informed about my performance during this course. 54% 23% 8% 15% 0% 13 4.15

Assignments/projects/exams were graded fairly based on clearly communicated criteria. 54% 46% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.54

This instructor provided feedback that helped me improve my skills in this subject area. 62% 38% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.62

Teaching Effectiveness SA (5) A (4) N (3) D (2) SD (1) # Rsp Mean

This instructor taught effectively considering both the possibilities and limitations of the 
subject matter and the course (including class size and facilities).

62% 38% 0% 0% 0% 13 4.62
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Feedback for Other Students (IDK = I Don't Know) % Yes % No % IDK # Rsp

Would you recommend this class to other students regarding...?

CLASS CONTENT 75% 17% 8% 12

CLASS STRUCTURE (E.G., ORGANIZATION, PACING) 54% 38% 8% 13

POSITIVE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 85% 8% 8% 13

INSTRUCTOR'S TEACHING SKILL/STYLE 77% 8% 15% 13

FAIRNESS OF GRADING 85% 8% 8% 13

Student Information (NA = Not Applicable, NR = No Response)
Course Expected Grade Class Year Classes attend Extent use online Outside hours per 

week
Complete work

Requiremen 100%
Elective 0%
Other 0%
NR 0%

A 46%
B 54%
C 0%
D 0%
F 0%
S 0%
U 0%
None 0%
NR 0%

Freshman 54%
Sophomore 46%
Junior 0%
Senior 0%
Graduate 0%
Other 0%
NR 0%

0-25 0%
26-50 0%
51-75 0%
76-90 23%
91-100 77%
NA 0%
NR 0%

None 0%
Little 0%
Some 8%
Moderate 46%
Large 38%
NA 8%
NR 0%

0-3 8%
4-7 62%
8-11 31%
12-15 0%
> 15 0%
NA 0%
NR 0%

0-25 0%
26-50 0%
51-75 8%
76-90 15%
91-100 77%
NA 0%
NR 0%

Construct Means (20 Questions)

Content/Struct Teaching Environment Assessment

Mean 4.56 Mean 4.54 Mean 4.61 Mean 4.44

Grade A & 
B

4.56 Grade A & 
B

4.54 Grade A & 
B

4.61 Grade A & 
B

4.44

COMPOSITE SCORE of the 20 Construct Questions

Mean 4.55

Grade A & 
B

4.55

Grade A & B = The mean score of students who reported an expected grade of A or B.

Construct Means and Composite Score are calculated based on the number of respondents for each question in order to apply less weight to questions not 
applicable to a class.
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Group Report for: Genschaw,Alyssa Danielle; Course: CALCULUS 3
Course: MATH 2300 Section: 06 Semester: SP2018 Class Number: 52752

Section VI: Your Comments Are Valued

<b>What aspects of the teaching or content of this course were especially good?</b>

Alyssa is a graduate student and yet she is best teacher I have ever had at Mizzou. She can explain difficult concepts clearly and 
in multiple ways if needed and responds to emails within the hour with detailed and well-written responses. She is very 
welcoming if you go to her office hours and you can tell she really wants you to understand the material and is not just there 
because she is forced to be. She was never demeaning, and she really seems like she cares about you doing well if you are trying. 
She kept a positive and encouraging outlook which really helped get me through the times the topics were hard-to-grasp. I really 
appreciated when she finished with "you'll get it" or "keep up the hard work" because it was subtle but so helpful to hear when 
you're frustrated about math.  She kept the class engaging and used class time effectively given the limitations of the time we 
had for each section. She was always well prepared for class and she could answer any in-class questions that were asked. She 
gave us ample time on quizzes and tests, both of which had challenging but fair questions. The quizzes and tests had a good, 
efficient structure to them. She also graded quizzes and exams on the same day which was great. The three math classes I’ve had 
with Alyssa have been a great mark on my time at Mizzou and I am disappointed to know that this is my last one with her. She 
deserves recognition for being leaps and bounds better and more competent than other graduate students I have had in the 
math department and even other professors throughout Mizzou.

Professor was extremely knowledgeable about the subject. Always explained concepts thoroughly, and kept class on a good 
schedule so that we were not rushing to finish things. Tests applied concepts learned in class, but were not so difficult as to be 
unmanageable given the time restraints.

Good lecturer considering the limitations on the course determined by its pace

Lectures made material easy to underdtand, and the instructor seemed to really care about the students' performance. She was 
approachable and made sure to clearly answer any questions and clear up confusion. Quizzes and exams were also graded very, 
very fast.

Structure of class and notes were excellent. Alyssa is a great instructor!

Good examples good explanations

I though the notes taken in class were very good.

Alyssa did an excellent job teaching the content given the drawbacks of this class. She was fair and consistent throughout.

There was never a question left unanswered. Even if there wasn't time in class, or there was confusion during class, it was always 
clarified pretty quickly after the class

I felt like my education was valuable and important to my instructor.

<b>What changes could be made to improve the teaching or the content of this course?</b>

-more space to do problems on quizzes
-spend less time on certain definitions that end up being meaningless to the solving of the problem

I was not thrilled with WebAssign, and found that the problems were often misleading or far more involved than what we did in 
class.

I felt the review was rushed but still didn't cover enough material.

None

Im not sure. This course provided me with everything I needed to be successful.

N/A
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Less content over the amount of time
Make this class worth more than 3 credit hours have discussions Tuesdays and Thursdays 

I think doing more examples in class could be helpful

This course was very fast paced. While the content is manageable and reasonably difficult. Each section is required to be learned 
in one, if not less than one class period. This makes already difficult content even harder to grasp as we are required to put new 
concepts aside in order to cram more equations. Another aspect of this course that could use considerable improvement would 
be the assigned online homework. The homework on webassign, while somewhat relevant, seemed overdone and put on there as 
“busy work”. Most questions would use the most complicated forms of each problem, which made working them out on paper an 
extremely daunting task. I would recommend either reducing the unnecessary complexity of the problems or reducing the 
amount of problems in each homework.

Notes put online- its a fast paced class and it's easy to miss important parts of the notes just because you cant write fast enough

I wish there was more time for recitation/working examples. 
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